Germany 2013

The Hard Rock Café - Heidelberg, Germany

Strasbourg Cathedral
Professors Kong, Craven, Pittman, Taylor-Partridge, and Guerrero at the European Parliament.

Students at the European Parliament.
David, Dr. Guerrero, and Dr. Kong at the European Parliament.

Heidelberg, Germany
The UIW European Study Center

European Parliament in Strasbourg
A Student Prison (Studentenkarzer)

Students would be sent to the studentenkarzer from a few days to a few weeks.
Note the century old graffiti on the walls from past residents.

Being sent to the student prison was sort of a rite of passage.
A variety of delicious treats from a French bakery in Strasbourg.

A French crepe from Strasbourg, France.
A German dessert in Heidelberg

Traditional German meal (Bratwurst and potatoes)
Heidelberg Castle

Judy, the Brass Monkey, Anna-Marie, and Madeline
Judy and Dr. Guerrero at the Koehler Paper Mill in Kehl, Germany.

Madeline and Judy at the Koehler Paper Mill.
Visiting Deutsche Bank

Dr. Taylor-Partridge at Deutsche Bank.
Dr. Pittman at Deutsche Bank.

Dr. Craven at the base of Philosopher’s Way.
At the top of Philosopher’s Way; in an Amphitheater, where Hitler would rally large crowds.

Madeline, Judy, and Janna at an ice cream shop in Frankfurt, Germany.
Anna-Marie with a very traditional European dessert (ice cream).

Brianne joins in with her ice cream.
Madeline at a French café in Strasbourg, France.

Anna-Marie and Madeline out for a ride.
A group dinner at Heidelberg.

Good bye from Heidelberg, Germany. Until next year!